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Rob Zeller – Supply list for landscape, portrait and figure 

Drawing: 
 
Pencils: 
Some H pencils 
Some HB 
pencils Several 
F pencils 
Several Kneaded erasers, any size 
Exacto knife or razor blades ( loose blades work 
well) 220 or higher grade sandpaper 

 
Paper: 
Please bring medium grade paper. Nothing heavier than 
80-90 lbs. The drawings, at least at first, will not be “precious”. After that, we will get 
into more serious paper. For that I’d recommend either brining a tablet of Bristol Board 
or some 120lb (or above) weight hot press/plate finish paper. Canson and Fabriano are 
two terrific brands.  

 
Drawing Board or Foamcore to mount your paper to. 

 
 
Painting Supplies: (unless you are doing quick sketches, don’t get these for the first day of 
class- they will come into play later) 
 
A smaller size canvas or panel: 9 x 12, 11x14, 16 x 20, inch canvas (smooth surface, or portrait 
grade panel or canvas) If we do other paintings together, we can go larger in size.  
 
For the quick sketch artists, for the first class have one canvas, toned to a medium value #5, 
neutral tone. Try not to use a white background for the first day.  Everyone else, just draw on 
the first day.  
 
Odorless Mineral Spirits 
 
Wooden Palette  
 
Linseed Oil or 
Medium made of 1/2 stand oil and 1/2 mineral spirits 
 
Little cup for medium (metal or glass) 
 
Viva Brand Paper towels 
 
Stretched canvas 
 
Brushes: 
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A variety of Round and Flat brushes,  ranging in sizes 1 – 12  
One large soft Fan Brush 
(Princeton brand brushes are good and relatively inexpensive but other brands are good too.  
 
Paints: 
 
*Note 
I use a large variety of paint brands. My personal favorites are Holbein, Old Holland and 
Williamsburg, however these tend to be expensive so I recommend buying Windsor Newton 
and/ or Gamblin which are also very good.  
 

Colors: 
Black, ivory 
White (Titanium and or Flake) 
Raw Umber 
Van Dyke Brown 
Raw Sienna 
Yellow Ochre 
Alizarin Crimson 
Ultramarine Blue 
Cadmium Red  or Vermillion  
Transparent Red Oxide 
Transparent Yellow Oxide 
Burnt Sienna 
Venetian Red 
Naples Yellow  
Caput Mortem or Mars Violet 
 
 
Brushes: 
Please buy flats or rounds, no brights ( I'll explain the difference in class, if you do not 
know). 

 
For detail work-  2-4 Red Sables ( or Kolinsky sables) sizes ranging from #’s 
0-15. Synthetic sables will do, if money is an issue. Rounds and flats. These are 
usually white in color, and are a little stiffer. They do not last as long, but that is a 
reasonable compromise for the price difference. 

 
For massing-in large areas- Bristle ( I recommend filbert shaped) sizes ranging from 
4- however big you want to go. 

 
Canvas 
If you purchase pre-stretched canvas, please add another coat of acrylic gesso to it 
before class. Usually, the pre-manufactured canvases are a bit skimpy on the 
priming. Panels are fine to paint on also, but again, make sre you have at least 2-3 
coats of priming on the surface. I would stay on the small side. Please don’t bring 
anything bigger than 18 x 24, unless we have discussed it first.  
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Palette 
Please avoid paper palettes. Use either plexiglass, or wood. If plexiglass, tape a 
piece of grey construction paper to the back of it. 

 
Solvent 
Odorless Mineral Spirits, any brand. Avoid the green-colored can of Turpenoid. Its only 
good for cleanup. The blue can is fine, though. You’ll need a cup or jar to put it in. 

 
Medium 
Medium helps to make the paint more fluid. Please mix up a small amount of of stand oil 
and mineral spirits, 50/50, into a small container. You’ll need a cup or jar to put it in. 

 
Paper Towels and Cloth Rags 

 
You need both for cleanup. Paper towels are for wiping off your brush and palette, and 
cloth rags are for wiping mistakes off your painting. If you use Viva towels, you get both 
in one. 
 

Online Art Store: 
http://www.jerrysartarama.com 
 
You can get these supplies at a discount at these stores: 
 
Riebe’s Art Supplies 
701 Walt Whitman Rd, Melville, NY 11747 
 
Blick Art Supplies 
168 B Glen Cove Road 
Carle Place, NY 11514 
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